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 COMMENTARY

 Trump's Toxic Announcement
 on Climate Change

 NAVROZ K DUBASH

 President Donald Trump's
 announcement that the United

 States will exit from the Paris

 Agreement betrays a fundamental

 misunderstanding of the way the

 agreement works. It also goes

 against long-agreed climate

 principles, and is blind to emergent

 clean energy trends. In practical

 terms, the us had activated a

 rollback of mitigation policies and
 contributions to climate finance

 prior to this announcement. Until

 there are changes in domestic us

 climate politics—of which there

 are positive signs—the us cannot

 be regarded a reliable partner for

 global climate cooperation.

 Navroz K Dubash (ndubash@gmail.com.) is
 senior fellow at the Centre for Policy Research,
 New Delhi.
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 Ever since Donald Trump took office
 as President of the United States

 (us) in January this year, environ
 mentalists the world over have been ask

 ing: will he or won't he withdraw the us

 from the Paris Agreement on climate
 change? Now we know. On 1 June, Trump

 announced that "to fulfil my solemn
 duty to protect America and its citizens,
 the United States will withdraw from

 the Paris climate accord..." (The White

 House 2017b). This article examines the

 implications of this statement for the fu

 ture of the Paris Agreement, the pros

 pects of meeting a global temperature

 goal, the provision of climate finance, and

 global climate politics.

 However, to understand the implica

 tions of this action along these dimen
 sions, it is helpful to first delve into the

 stated reasons for the us withdrawal,

 and in Trump's own rather toxic words.

 Trump said the Paris Agreement will
 have the effect of "lost jobs, lower wag

 es, shuttered factories," that it "punishes

 the United States ... while imposing no

 meaningful obligations of the world's
 leading polluters," that it is "unfair, at
 the very highest level, to the United
 States," and that it will lead to a "mas
 sive redistribution of wealth to other

 countries." This reasoning, such as it is,

 supports three disturbing interpretations,
 all of which bode ill for the future of us

 participation in global climate cooperation.

 First, it betrays, intentionally or not, a

 fundamental misunderstanding of the

 underlying mechanism of the Paris Agree

 ment (Bodansky 2017; Rajamani 2017b).

 The agreement is structured around bot

 tom-up voluntary pledges; each country

 puts on the table what it deems fit in

 terms of mitigation action and also finan

 cial support. The only mandatory elements

 of the Paris Agreement are procedural

 ones, such as reporting progress and

 regularly updating pledges. Given this

 entirely voluntary structure, representing

 the us as a victim fundamentally misin

 terprets the agreement.

 Second, Trump's language seeks to
 appropriate the notion of fairness in cli

 mate politics in a manner that belies a

 long history of negotiation. Historically,

 equity and fairness have been determined

 by which countries have responsibility for

 causing the problem—in terms of contri
 bution to emissions over time—and which

 countries are best placed to solve it,, in

 terms of their capacity to address the

 problem. While the negotiations have long

 been plagued by contradictory interpreta

 tions of these principles, Trump dismiss

 es the very basis for discussions of fair

 ness. Instead he seeks to replace it with

 the idea that all countries bear equiva
 lent obligations, irrespective of responsi

 bility and capacity. This interpretation

 rejects, even as a principle, any differen

 tial treatment for poor countries or coun
 tries that have not contributed much to

 the build-up of greenhouse gases.

 Third, by emphasising the potential
 economic downsides of climate action—

 jobs, shuttered factories—the Trump state

 ment seeks to deny the feasibility of a low
 carbon transition at a reasonable and

 shrinking cost. Trump's assertions are
 based on an industry-funded report (nera

 2017) that has been heavily criticised by

 environmental groups (Steinberger and

 Levin 2017; wri 2017). Among the criti
 cisms are that the speech cherry-picks

 only the highest cost case among several

 presented in the underlying report, and
 is based on an assumed low level of in

 novation in renewable energy. This as
 sertion cuts at a critical understanding

 that underpinned the political agree
 ment at Paris: that a low carbon energy
 transition is feasible at a reasonable and

 falling economic cost. Undercutting this

 message feeds the political reluctance to

 address climate change in the us.
 The flexible architecture of Paris, the

 agreement on the underlying conception

 of fairness, and the promise of a declin

 ing cost energy transition were central

 to agreement in Paris. Conversely, the
 us denial of all three concepts can have
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 a deeply corrosive effect on the agree
 ment. To what extent are these ideas

 likely to be propagated and affect mate
 rial outcomes?

 Future of the Paris Agreement

 The obvious concern following the us
 announcement of intent to exit is that it

 will trigger a domino effect, and lead
 other countries to follow suit. After all, if

 the country most responsible for the
 build-up of greenhouse gases over time

 refuses to act, why should other, smaller,

 poorer, and lower emitting countries
 continue to cooperate?

 Whether or not this is a real risk

 depends greatly on the reaction of other

 countries, particularly other powers. If

 the us is isolated, and the reputational

 costs to an exit are high, other defections

 are less likely. The immediate reactions

 by other countries are heartening. The

 European Union (eu) and China reaf
 firmed their commitment to implement

 ing the Paris Agreement and to hosting

 a joint ministerial gathering to take this

 forward (European Commission 2017).
 French President Emmanuel Macron

 gave a stirring speech calling on the
 world to "make our planet great again,"
 and Prime Minister Narendra Modi has

 stressed India's commitment to the Paris

 Agreement in bilateral meetings with
 Chancellor Angela Merkel and President
 Macron. India's Minister for External

 Affairs Sushma Swaraj has explicitly
 confirmed that India would meet its obli

 gations in the Paris Agreement irrespec
 tive of any us actions (Hindu 2017). These

 statements suggest that there maybe no

 takers for Trump's offer to "re-negoti
 ate" an agreement arrived at after years

 of gruelling negotiations. And they but

 tress the agreement, signalling to others

 that exiting it may not be politically
 without costs.

 Interestingly, the us statement of intent

 to exit may not be the worst outcome.

 Another option Trump was reportedly

 considering, to stay in the agreement

 but to reduce the us mitigation pledge
 (or "nationally determined contribu
 tion"), may, paradoxically, have been
 worse. Doing so would have violated
 the Paris Agreement's principle of "pro

 gression," by which each new pledge has

 to be more ambitious than past ones.
 Yet, some us environmental groups, in

 an effort to keep the us in at any cost,

 have argued that the Paris Agreement
 allowed for such a step, legally even if
 not ethically (c2es 2017), a view that
 has correctly been challenged forcefully

 (Rajamani 2017a). Had Trump taken this

 route, and the effort to legitimise a low

 er pledge succeeded, it would have sent

 the signal that any country could, at any

 time, lower its pledge if it became in
 convenient. This would have entirely
 undermined a central principle of the

 Paris Agreement—no back-sliding—
 and rendered ineffective the ability of

 the agreement to nudge countries onto

 a virtuous cycle. The formal exit, with

 its higher political costs, is less likely
 to lead to a domino effect than the alter

 native of staying in and watering down

 its pledge.

 An important detail, and one that
 complicates interpretation of the Trump

 statement on the agreement, is that a
 party can only withdraw from the Paris

 Agreement three years after it enters
 into force, and withdrawal takes a
 further year. Hence, despite Trump's
 statement that the us will cease to hon

 our its obligations immediately, the us

 cannot legally withdraw for four years,

 around the time of the next us election,

 in November 2019.

 This has implications for the ongoing

 negotiations to elaborate the agreement's
 mechanisms. If the us is committed to a

 withdrawal, it will play a limited role in

 these negotiations, limiting its ability to

 weaken the development of important
 Paris Agreement mechanisms on trans

 parency and review. However, there is
 also a risk that the us's stated withdrawal

 could complicate negotiations, by leaving

 negotiators guessing at what may be
 required to induce a future us adminis

 tration to rejoin the agreement.

 In sum, the short-term risk to the

 stability of the agreement appears man

 ageable, particularly if other powers join
 forces to buttress it. And there does not

 seem to be much danger of a renegotia

 tion process. Whether the us will rejoin
 the agreement at a future date, and
 under what terms, is a complex question

 and is dependent on potential shifts in

 us politics around climate change in
 the coming years.

 Global Temperature Target

 If one were to consider actual greenhouse

 gas reductions, the prospect of diminis

 hed action by the us is alarming. The us

 accounts for the largest share of cumula

 tive emissions since 1850, about 27%,

 and emits about 13% of annual global
 emissions currently, second only to China

 (wri 2014). To have any chance of limit

 ing the increase in global average tem
 perature to well below 2°c, as the Paris

 Agreement states, large emitters such as
 the us have to limit their emissions.

 However, even before he made the

 announcement, Trump had signed an
 executive order on Energy rolling back a

 series of Obama-era measures designed
 to limit us emissions (The White House

 2017a); This order, among other things,

 sets in place processes to slow down or
 limit the Clean Power Plan aimed at re

 ducing emissions from the electricity
 sector, lifts restrictions on using federal

 land for coal mining, and revisits an im

 portant regulatory measure aimed at set

 ting an implicit price on carbon for the

 purpose of regulatory decisions. The
 playing field, in short, is being systemati

 cally tilted towards greenhouse gas-emit

 ting fossil fuels.

 The achievement of its pledge—of a
 26%-28% reduction in its emissions

 by 2025, from a 2005 baseline—was by
 no means clear even with Obama-era

 policies, but the Trump order further
 reduces the likelihood of the us meet

 ing this pledge. For example, one study

 suggests the effects of these changes
 are that the us will decrease its emis

 sions by a much lower i5%-i8% by 2025
 (Larsen et al 2017). us environmental

 groups argue that the Trump policies
 may have less effect than expected, both

 because some of these, such as the Clean

 Power Plan, are complex to undo, and

 because market forces are working
 towards clean energy independent of
 regulatory measures. While the final

 outcome is certainly hard to predict,

 there is little doubt that Trump's energy
 order undoes efforts to achieve the us

 pledge and makes the 2°c limit harder to
 achieve. For climate-vulnerable countries
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 such as India, this represents a clear
 abdication of responsibility.

 The emergent counter-trend to this

 bad news message is that the baldness of

 the Trump statement appears to have
 had a galvanising effect on other actors

 in American society. For example, a net

 work of us cities, states, corporations
 and universities are preparing a plan to

 redouble mitigation efforts in order to

 achieve the original us pledge in Paris
 (Tabuchi and Fountain 2017). Opinion
 polls suggest that there is a wide pool of

 popular support into which such initia

 tives could tap: a majority of voters in

 every state were in favour of the us stay

 ing in the Paris Agreement (Marlon et al

 2017), and 42% think the pullout will
 hurt the us economy, while 32% think it

 will help (Langer 2017). These numbers

 suggest that an intense battle of opinion

 shaping and mobilisation around climate

 outcomes is under way in the us. While

 the outcome cannot be prejudged, there

 is at least a possibility that some of the

 slowdown in mitigation may, over time,

 be reversed both by market forces and

 collective action by pro-climate action
 coalitions in the us.

 Implications for Climate Finance
 Trump took central aim at financing for

 climate change action as a key reason
 why the Paris Agreement is unfair to the

 us. The proposed Trump budget for 2018

 already discontinues funding for the
 Green Climate Fund and other interna

 tional climate support programmes, as
 well as the Advanced Research Projects

 Agency-Energy, the programme charged

 with taking further clean energy research

 and development (Office of Management

 and Budget 2017: 19). In his announce
 ment, he criticised the Green Climate
 Fund, ascribed a massive redistribution

 of wealth due to the Paris Agreement,

 and singled out India as a country that

 stood to gain "billions and billions" of
 dollars. To understand these comments

 and the ways in which they are mislead

 ing, it is necessary to briefly take a detour
 into the evolution of discussions around

 climate finance.

 Climate finance has long had a bit of

 an "Alice in Wonderland" quality, in that

 countries have argued vociferously over

 16

 the underlying principle of climate fina

 nce, even as remarkably little money has

 flowed into or shaped actual climate ac

 tions. The Paris Agreement enshrines a
 compromise view on finance:

 Support shall be provided to developing
 country Parties ... recognising that enhanced

 support for developing country Parties will

 allow for higher ambition in their actions.

 (unfccc 2015: Article 4, Paragraph 5)

 This formulation recognises the principle

 that developing countries need financing,

 while also allowing for the fact that
 developing countries will take some
 actions with their own domestic financ

 ing. No amounts were agreed upon, al
 though in early negotiations developed

 countries had offered a goal of providing

 $100 billion a year from 2020 onward
 (oecd 2016). In the short term, devel

 oped countries have pledged just over
 $10 billion.

 The us has, in actual fact, only con
 tributed $1 billion so far, intended to

 support both mitigation and adaptation
 for all countries, against a pledge of $3

 billion. As Trump now limits further
 payment, as he has announced, the us
 would be the second-lowest contributor

 in per capita terms among developed
 countries, at $3 per capita (the highest,

 in comparison, is Sweden's at $59 per
 capita). Were the us to contribute its full

 $3 billion, it would still rank 11th in per

 capita terms, at about $9 per capita
 (Stavins 2017). It is difficult to under
 stand how these numbers indicate un

 fairness to the us.

 More salient, however, the Trump state

 ment fails to appreciate the extent to
 which climate finance discussions are

 shaped by jostling over principle as
 much as by reality. For example, India

 has made considerable strides in imple

 menting its pledge to enhance non-fossil

 fuel electricity capacity entirely with

 domestic resources, even though India's

 Paris pledge does include an estimate of

 mitigation needs of $834 billion for "suc

 cessful implementation" and adaptation

 needs of $206 billion. Arguably, India can

 and should do a better job being more

 precise and specific about the method
 through which these numbers were ar
 rived at. But, in the curious, unreal world

 of climate finance, these numbers are at

 least as much about reinforcing the prin

 ciple of who is responsible, even while

 action on both climate mitigation and
 adaptation proceeds with domestic funds.

 The lack of finance is unlikely to
 induce the larger emerging economies,
 such as China, India, South Africa and

 Brazil, to slow down the realisation of

 their mitigation pledges. However, the

 shortfall in funds will have negative
 implications, particularly on adaptation

 programmes in poor and vulnerable
 nations. Neither any arguments about
 fairness, based on relative contributions,

 nor arguments about other countries
 pulling their weight, provide even the

 smallest justification for the us pulling

 back on its agreed, and so far very limit
 ed, contribution to climate finance.

 Global Climate Politics

 What, collectively, does all this imply for

 global climate politics and outcomes? To

 begin with, the deleterious effects of
 Trump's policies on us emissions and on

 finance were apparent even before the
 announcement on the Paris Agreement

 (Kemp 2017). The rollback of Obama-era

 emission reduction policies and the
 withdrawal of funding for international

 climate programmes will undoubtedly
 have directly negative consequences.
 They will slow the pace of global emission

 reductions and, unless compensated by
 other countries, reduce the quantum of

 funds available for developing countries.
 The announcement to exit the Paris

 Agreement does not modify these ef
 fects, for better or worse.

 However, its real potential effects are

 political and operate at three levels.
 First, based on initial reactions, the Trump

 announcement is unlikely to lead to a
 deleterious domino effect of other coun

 tries exiting from the Paris Agreement.

 The statements from other powerful
 countries and regions, such as the eu,
 China, and India, are reassuring in this

 regard. There is no indication whatsoever

 that countries are considering reopening

 negotiation. Confronted with the Paris

 Agreement potentially under threat, the

 early indications seem to be that other
 countries are willing to set aside their
 residual concerns about the agreement

 and coalesce around keeping Paris intact.
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 As has been mentioned, the alternative—

 of the us staying in the Paris Agreement

 but lowering its pledge—may have had a
 more destructive effect.

 Second, mobilisation by states and cit

 ies, and by civil society and business
 signal a strong latent constituency for
 climate action in the us, which has also

 been energised by the Trump announce
 ment. In addition to taking action to
 compensate for federal inaction, these

 actors could provoke a deeper and more

 robust debate on climate change in
 American politics. The result is not a
 foregone conclusion; Trump was clearly

 playing to a social base that continues to

 harbour deeply negative views about
 Paris. But if a decisive majority is to
 be forged in favour of climate action, a

 catalyst such as the Trump announce
 ment may well have been needed.
 Climate change is now likely to be firmly

 on the radar for the next presidential

 elections; continuing with low-level po

 litical skirmishes may not have resulted

 in this opening.

 Third, the tone and tenor of the Trump

 remarks, and their narrative break with

 key concepts—agreement on the archi

 tecture of climate cooperation, key prin

 ciples, and direction of travel towards

 cleaner energy—signal the futility of
 any further accommodation of the us.

 The climate announcement is of a piece
 with a much-discussed recent article by

 the us National Security Adviser and
 Chief Economic Adviser that proclaims:

 ... the world is not a "global community" but

 an arena where nations, non-governmental
 actors and businesses engage and compete
 for advantage. (McMaster and Cohn 2017)

 The long and contentious history of
 climate negotiations indeed suggests the

 world is not a perfect global community.

 But it also suggests that a purely transac

 tional, competitive view, one that belies

 important shared principles and that re

 fuses to honour hard-won past agree
 ments, is not a basis for engagement on a

 complex subject such as climate change.

 An article in Nature Climate Change,
 anticipating this decision, argued that

 from a global perspective, the us is
 "Better Out Than In" (Kemp 2017). Given

 that weak mitigation actions and lower

 finance would have happened anyway,

 given the hopeful upsurge in mobilisa

 tion globally and in the us, and, above
 all, given the toxic language that denies

 room for dialogue and new understand

 ings, until climate politics changes for
 the better in the us, better out than in is

 an apt conclusion.
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